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Abstract
Common uses of the terms “resolution” and “depth of focus” (DOF) are explored
as they relate to semiconductor lithography. A definition of DOF is given which
is most appropriate to photolithography for IC manufacturing. Examples of the
use of the definition for DOF for studying trends in lithography are given.
Resolution is then defined based on realistic requirements for semiconductor
manufacturing. Using this definition of resolution, the common scaling law of
resolution with numerical aperture is shown to be inaccurate under typical
conditions.
Keywords: resolution, depth of focus, microlithography, optical lithography,
lithography simulation

I. Introduction
The concepts of resolution and depth of focus (DOF) are ubiquitous throughout the field of
semiconductor microlithography. Although these concepts are universally known and used,
exact definitions vary widely. In fact, simply stating that a lithography process has a certain
resolution or DOF provides very little information without explicitly stating what definition of
resolution or DOF is being used. This lack of standard terminology is an impediment to effective
communication within the industry and often results in poor interpretation and understanding of
lithographic results.
The underlying problem is that the simplicity of the concepts of resolution and DOF gives
the false impression that simple definitions (and correspondingly simple measurement
techniques) can be found that adequately express these concepts.
Unfortunately,
oversimplification of the definitions (and the resulting measurement techniques) quite often
results in metrics that do not accurately reflect the concepts or the manufacturing realities of
resolution and DOF. Worse, comparison of resolution or DOF numbers from different sources is
often an impossible task due to the wide variety of definitions in use.
This paper, a review of previous work [1-6], will address these issues by providing
rigorous, general definitions of resolution and depth of focus which accurately reflect
manufacturing needs. Systematic use of these definitions leads to clearer communication and
better understanding of lithographic process capabilities.
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II. Depth of Focus
The effect of focus on a projection lithography system (such as a stepper or a scanner) is a critical
part of understanding and controlling a lithographic process. As feature sizes decrease, their
sensitivity to focus errors increases dramatically. Many people would say that this focus
sensitivity is the main limitation of the use of optical lithography for smaller and smaller features
and has dramatically altered the nature of modern optical lithography (e.g., the use of chemical
mechanical polishing, CMP, to reduce focus errors). This section will address the importance of
focus by providing a definition of depth of focus (DOF).
Establishing a suitable definition for a commonly used concept such as depth of focus is
not necessarily an easy task. In general, DOF can be thought of as the range of focus errors that a
process can tolerate and still give acceptable lithographic results. Of course, the key to a good
definition of DOF is in defining what is meant by acceptable. A change in focus results in two
major changes to the final lithographic result: the photoresist profile changes, and the sensitivity
of the process to other processing errors is changed. The first of these effects, the photoresist
profile change, is the most obvious and the most easily observed consequence of defocus.
Typically, photoresist profiles are described (in a necessary oversimplification) using three
parameters: the linewidth (also called the critical dimension, CD), the sidewall angle, and the
resist thickness of the feature (which is useful for lines or islands, but not spaces or contacts). In
effect, the resist profile is modeled as a trapezoid, as shown in Figure 1. Usually it is more
convenient to talk about resist loss (the difference between the original resist thickness and the
final resist thickness), possibly as a percentage of the original resist thickness.
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Figure 1.

Comparison of an actual, complex photoresist profile with its trapezoidal model used to
determine linewidth, sidewall angle, and resist loss.
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The variation of linewidth, sidewall angle, or resist loss with focus can be readily
determined for any given set of conditions. If these were the only responses of importance,
specifications on these responses would lead to a simple definition of the depth of focus: the
range of focus which keeps the linewidth, sidewall angle, and resist loss within their stated
specifications. There is, however, a second effect of focus which is significantly harder to
quantify and of great importance. As an image goes out of focus, the process becomes more
sensitive to other processing errors such as exposure dose or develop time. Of these secondary
process errors, the most important by far is exposure. To state the issue in another way, focus
and exposure are coupled in their effect on the process.
Since the effect of focus is dependent on exposure, the only way to judge the response of
the process to focus is to simultaneously vary both focus and exposure in what is known as a
focus-exposure matrix. Figure 2 shows typical examples of the output of a focus-exposure
matrix using linewidth, sidewall angle, and resist loss as the responses (the simulation package
PROLITH/2 was used to generate these and subsequent examples of lithographic response). The
most common of these curves, Figure 2a, is called the Bossung plot [7] and shows linewidth
versus focus for different exposures.
Each plot in Figure 2 contains a large amount of data and interpretation can become a
problem. Of course, one output as a function of two inputs can be plotted in several different
ways. For example, the Bossung curves of Figure 2a could also be plotted as exposure latitude
curves (linewidth versus exposure) for different focus settings (Figure 3a). This is very useful in
showing how defocus causes a reduction in exposure latitude. Probably the most useful way to
plot the two-dimensional data set of CD versus focus and exposure is a contour plot -- contours
of constant linewidth versus focus and exposure (Figure 3b). Obviously, sidewall angle and
resist loss could also be plotted in these alternate forms if desired.
The contour plot form of data visualization is especially useful for establishing the limits
of exposure and focus which allow the final image to meet certain specifications. Rather than
plotting all of the contours of constant CD for example, as was done in Figure 3b, one could plot
only the two CDs corresponding to the outer limits of acceptability -- the CD specifications.
Because of the nature of a contour plot, other variables can also be plotted on the same graph.
Figure 4 shows an example of plotting contours of CD (nominal ±10%), 80° sidewall angle, and
10% resist loss all on the same graph. The result is a process window -- a region of focus and
exposure which keeps the final resist profile within all three specifications (shown as the shaded
area of Figure 4). The focus-exposure process window is one of the most important plots in
lithography since it shows how exposure and focus work together to affect linewidth, sidewall
angle and resist loss. All values of focus and exposure which lie inside the process window
produce features which meet the profile specifications. All values of focus and exposure which
lie outside the process window produce features which do not meet specifications.
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Figure 2.

Simulation-generated examples of the effect of focus and exposure on the resulting resist
profile: (a) linewidth, (b) sidewall angle, and (c) resist loss. Focal position is defined as zero
at the top of the resist with a negative focal position indicating that the plane of focus is inside
the resist.
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Displaying the data from a focus-exposure matrix in alternate forms: (a) decrease in exposure
latitude resulting from defocus, and (b) contours of constant CD versus focus and exposure.
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Figure 4.

The focus-exposure process window constructed from contours of the specifications for
linewidth, sidewall angle and resist loss. Shaded area the shows overall process window.

The process window can be thought of as a process capability -- how the process
responds to changes in focus and exposure. How can we determine if a given process capability
is good enough? An analysis of the error sources for focus and exposure in a given process will
give a process requirement [3]. If the process capability exceeds the process requirements, yield
will be high. If, however, the process requirement is too large to fit inside the process capability,
yield will suffer. A thorough analysis of the effects of exposure and focus on yield can be
accomplished with yield modeling [8,9], but a simpler analysis can be used to derive a number
for depth of focus.
What is the maximum range of focus and exposure (that is, the maximum process
requirement) that can fit inside the process window? A simple way to investigate this question is
to graphically represent errors in focus and exposure as a rectangle on the same plot as the
process window. The width of the rectangle represents the built-in focus errors of the processes,
and the height represents the built-in exposure errors. The problem then becomes one of finding
the maximum rectangle which fits inside the process window. However, there is no one answer
to this question. As Figure 5a shows, there are many possible rectangles of different widths and
heights which are “maximum”, i.e., cannot be made larger in either direction without extending
beyond the process window. (Note that the concept of a “maximum area” is meaningless here.)
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Each maximum rectangle represents one possible trade-off between tolerance to focus errors and
tolerance to exposure errors. Larger depth of focus can be obtained if exposure errors can be
minimized. Likewise, exposure latitude can be improved if focus errors are small. The result is
a very important trade-off between exposure latitude and DOF. Figure 5b shows an analysis of
the process window where every maximum rectangle is determined and their height (the
exposure latitude) is plotted versus their width (depth of focus).
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The process window (a) is analyzed by fitting all of the maximum rectangles, then plotting
their height (exposure latitude) versus their width (depth of focus) as in (b).

A change can be made to the analysis of the process window in order to account for the
statistical nature of focus and exposure errors. If all focus and exposure errors were systematic,
then the proper graphical representation of those errors would indeed be a rectangle. The width
and height would represent the total ranges of the respective errors. If, however, the errors were
randomly distributed, then an ellipse would represent the shape of a surface of constant
probability of occurrence [5]. If, for example, one wishes to describe a “3-sigma” error surface,
the resulting surface would be an ellipse with major and minor axes equal to three sigma errors in
focus and exposure.
Finding all of the maximum ellipses which fit inside the process window will also give
the trade-off between exposure latitude and depth of focus. However, since it is the corners of
the rectangles which limit their size in general, the ellipses which can fit inside the process
window are larger, as seen in Figure 6. In reality, focus and exposure errors have both systematic
and random components [3]. Thus, the two methods of analyzing the process window
(rectangles corresponding to systematic errors and ellipses corresponding to random errors) will
bracket the actual response of a real system. The rectangle method can be thought of as
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pessimistic, whereas the ellipse method is somewhat optimistic. An average of the two can also
be used as a simple, more realistic metric.
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The ellipse, corresponding to a surface of constant probability for two random variables,
results in a larger estimate of the depth of focus than the rectangle, which assumes only
systematic errors.

Once a process window has been generated and analyzed to give the exposure latitude defocus curve, a definitive value for the depth of focus can be obtained. The depth of focus can
be defined as the range of focus which keeps the resist profile within all specifications
(linewidth, sidewall angle, and resist loss) over a specified exposure range. For the example
given in Figure 6, a minimum acceptable exposure latitude of 15%, in addition to the other
profile specifications, would lead to the following depth of focus results:
DOF (rectangle) = 0.85 µm
DOF (ellipse)

= 1.14 µm

DOF (average) = 1.00 µm
(Note: the days of quoting DOF as ± some distance are over. Focus behavior for small
geometries is quite asymmetric so that only the total range has a useful meaning.)
The definition for depth of focus given here is quite flexible. For example, if only
linewidth control is important, sidewall angle and resist loss can be given very loose
specifications. If the DOF at only one exposure is needed, the exposure latitude criterion can be
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set to zero. Thus, this general definition can fit most of the common uses of the term DOF
without modification. It is critical, however, that numerical values for all of the specifications
accompany any reporting of the numerical value of DOF.

III. Resolution
In the above section we defined quite carefully what is meant by depth of focus (DOF): the range
of focus which keeps the resist profile of a given feature within all specifications (linewidth,
sidewall angle, and resist loss) over a specified exposure range. DOF was measured for a given
feature using a focus-exposure matrix and a specific methodology was proposed for analyzing the
focus-exposure data to obtain the most useful determination of the DOF. This careful attention
to detail was needed to correct the vague and ambiguous way in which the term “depth of focus”
is often used in the semiconductor industry. Similar care must be taken when defining
resolution.
Resolution is, quite simply, the smallest feature that you are able to print (with a given
process, tool set, etc.). The confusion comes from what is meant by “able.” For a researcher
investigating a new process, “ability” might mean shooting a number of wafers, painstakingly
searching many spots on each wafer, and finding the one place where a small feature looks
somewhat properly imaged. For a production engineer, the manufacturable resolution might be
the smallest feature size which provides adequate yield for a device designed to work at that size.
For most lithographers, the definition falls somewhere between these two extremes.
Producing an adequately resolved feature in a realistic working environment means
printing the feature within specifications (linewidth, sidewall angle, and resist loss) over some
expected range of process variations. As we have seen before, the two most common process
variations are focus and exposure. Since our definition of depth of focus includes meeting all
profile specifications over a set exposure range, a simple definition of resolution emerges: the
smallest feature of a given type which can be printed with a specified depth of focus. This
definition is perfectly general. If the exposure latitude specification used in the DOF definition is
set to zero and the DOF specification in the resolution definition is set to zero, the “research” use
of the term resolution is obtained (if it prints once, it is resolved). If the exposure latitude and
DOF specifications are made sufficiently large to handle all normal process errors encountered in
a manufacturing line, the “manufacturing” use of the term resolution is obtained. As with the
definition of DOF, the choice of the specifications determines whether the resulting resolution is
appropriate to a given application.
Figure 7 illustrates the concept of resolution. The depth of focus for a pattern of equal
lines and spaces is shown as a function of feature size. (For this and subsequent figures, the DOF
is based on profile specifications of CD ±10%, sidewall angle > 80°, resist loss < 10%, and an
exposure latitude specification of 10%. All focus and exposure errors are assumed to be
systematic. Each data point assumes that nominal exposure and focus were adjusted to give the
best process window and thus the largest possible DOF. Mask linearity -- the ability to print
different feature sizes at the same time -- is not considered here.) If zero depth of focus is
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required, the resolution for this process would be about 0.33 µm. A requirement of 1.0 µm DOF
would increase the minimum printable feature size to 0.38 µm, and a requirement of 1.5 µm DOF
would degrade the resolution further to 0.43 µm. Obviously, a simple statement of the resolution
without clearly stating the DOF requirement (and thus the profile and exposure latitude
requirements) would be of little use.
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Figure 7.

Resolution can be defined as the smallest feature which meets a given DOF specification.
Shown are simulated results for equal lines and spaces, i-line, NA = 0.54, σ = 0.5, typical
resist on bare silicon.

Figure 8 illustrates how a given process, tool set, etc., does not have a single resolution
for all feature types. Obviously, the resolution of the isolated line shown here is greater than the
other feature types. For typical DOF requirements, the contact hole shows the worst resolution
under these conditions. Figure 9 illustrates how a careful definition of resolution can elucidate
fundamental lithographic behavior, such as the role of numerical aperture. For larger features,
lower NA gives more depth of focus. But for smaller features, the DOF falls off more quickly
for the lower NA. This results in the well-known effect of an optimum NA to give the greatest
DOF. But it also impacts resolution in an interesting way. If no DOF is required, the resolution
(the point where each curve in Figure 9 hits the x-axis) follows the familiar trend of increased
resolution with increased NA. If, however, a non-zero DOF is required, the behavior of
resolution with NA becomes more complicated.
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Comparison of the resolution for different feature types (i-line, NA = 0.54, σ = 0.5, typical
resist on bare silicon).
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The definition of resolution can be used to study fundamental lithographic trends, such as the
impact of numerical aperture (NA) on resolution.
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Figure 10 expands on the results of Figure 9 and shows the resolution of equal line/space
arrays as a function of numerical aperture for different DOF specifications. For example, with a
required DOF of 1 µm, the resolution reaches an optimum (a minimum in the curve at a feature
size of 0.37 µm) at a numerical aperture of 0.59. Larger numerical apertures actually reduce the
resolution! As the required DOF is reduced, the NA which gives maximum resolution moves out
to higher values. Also shown on the graph is the Rayleigh resolution criterion (R = k1λ/NA) for
comparison. Even if the required DOF is zero, the Rayleigh criterion overestimates the influence
of numerical aperture on resolution (due to the 10% exposure latitude requirement still in the
DOF = 0 definition). For larger required DOF, the Rayleigh criterion becomes less accurate at
predicting the influence of NA on resolution.
Resolution is a fundamental measure of the capability of a lithography process. By
applying the rigorous definition of resolution given here, resolution can be measured and used to
quantify the impact of process changes (such as changing the numerical aperture) or for
comparing different processes. When scaling current capabilities to the future, the simple
Rayleigh criterion may not be adequate.
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Figure 10. Resolution as a function of numerical aperture is more complicated than Rayleigh’s criterion
would imply.
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IV. Conclusions
Based on the above discussion, specific definitions for depth of focus and resolution can be
given:

Depth of Focus (DOF): the range of focus which
keeps the resist profile of a given feature within all
specifications (linewidth, sidewall angle, and resist
loss) while maintaining at least the specified
exposure latitude.

Resolution: the smallest feature of a given type
which can be printed with a specified depth of
focus.

These definitions require the specification of a number of application-specific items. DOF
requires the definition of the feature type and size, the profile specifications (linewidth, sidewall
angle, and resist loss), and the minimum acceptable exposure latitude. In addition, resolution
requires a minimum acceptable DOF. Any reporting of the resolution or the DOF of a process
must be accompanied by the specification of these items.
Proper application of the definitions of resolution and depth of focus will lead to effective
communication of lithographic results and a better understanding of the role of these quantities in
determining the manufacturability of a lithographic process.
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